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Abstract. We prove equality between the Jacobian and the so-called distributional or 
weak determinant introduced by J. Ball [1]. This result is slightly more general than the 
one recently obtained in [10]. 

1. Introduction. For n a domain of JRN and f: n---+ JRN' f = (!\ 0 
•• 'JN), a 

mapping of Sobolev class w,~·~ (n; JRN), we denote by D f(x ): JRN ---+ JRN (x E n) the 
differential and by J(x;f) = detDf(x) the Jacobian. A mapping f E W1~·~(n;JRN) 
is said to be orientation preserving if J(x; f) ~ 0, for almost every x E n. 

Let f E W1~·:(n; JRN) with p ~ N 2 j(N + 1); the weak Jacobian of f is the 
Schwartz distribution Jf = Det D f E V'(n) defined by the rule 

for any test function <p E C0 (n). In [13] S. Muller proved a conjecture of J. Ball 
that, if Det D f E L 1 , then det D f = Det D f; i.e., 

l <p(x) J(x; f) dx = -l JN (x) J(x; (!\ ... , JN-1, <p)) dx, (1.1) 

for any test function <p E C0 (n). In [14] it is proved that, iff E W 1•N (n; JRN) is an 
orientation preserving mapping, then the Jacobian J belongs locally to the Zygmund 
class L log L; for another proof of this result, see [8]. On the other hand, in [10] 
an almost optimal condition for the integrability of the Jacobian of an orientation 
preserving mapping is given; in particular, it is proved that if f is an orientation 
preserving mapping and ID fl E 1~NL (see Section 2), then J E Lfoc and the following 
uniform bound holds: 

f J(x; f) dx :S c(N)f IDJ(xll;x ' 
B 3Blog(e+btJ311) 

(1.2) 
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